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March of February 14, 2021 ( Port-au-Prince, Haiti) 

 

Democracy is in danger!!! 

 

Message to the Organization of American States (OAS) and the United Nations Integrated 

Office in Haiti (BINUH) 

 

 

Ms Helen Meagher LA LIME 

Representative of the Secretary General 

of the United Nations in Haiti 

In its Offices. - 

 

 

The situation prevailing in Haiti is revolting. The population whose rights are systematically 

violated is today plagued by a dictatorial offensive and ever-increasing extreme poverty: Vassal 

institutions; the legal arsenal dismantled and replaced by decrees; disadvantaged neighborhood 

citizens taken hostage by armed groups on the payroll of incumbents, and systematically 

massacred; a Provisional Electoral Council (CEP), instituted manu militari aid and in flagrant 

violation of the Constitution, mandated to change the latter; a judge of the Court of Cassation 

arrested, dehumanized and thrown in jail, others fired and then replaced; citizens dispossessed of 

their land; citizens kidnapped all day long and forced to pay large sums of money to be released; 

girls and women raped; militias and gangs established on the territory; severely repressed 

demonstrations; journalists who have been violently assaulted in the course of their profession; a 

president whose term ended on February 7, 2021 and who is trying to stay in power by force. 

 

It is inconceivable that international cooperation, including the OAS and BINUH, will continue to 

support this predatory regime of human rights and fundamental freedoms. The population can't 

take it anymore. 

 

Citizens are constantly investing in the streets to: 1. demand respect for the Constitution; 2. 

denounce violations of democratic principles and the dictatorial offensive of Mr. Jovenel Moise; 

3. To call on international cooperation to disassociate itself from this dictatorial apprentice whose 

constitutional mandate expired on February 7, 2021. 

 

Yes to Democracy, No to Dictatorship !!! 

 

Nap # Mache pou Lavi 
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March of February 14, 2021 [ Port-au-Prince, Haiti) 

 

Democracy is in danger!!! 

 

Message to the Organization of American States (OAS) and the United Nations Integrated 

Office in Haiti (BINUH) 

 

 

Mr Cristobal DUPOUY 

OAS Special Representative to Haiti 

In its Offices.- 

 

The situation prevailing in Haiti is revolting. The population whose rights are systematically 

violated is today plagued by a dictatorial offensive and ever-increasing extreme poverty: Vassal 

institutions; the legal arsenal dismantled and replaced by decrees; disadvantaged neighborhood 

citizens taken hostage by armed groups on the payroll of incumbents, and systematically 

massacred; a Provisional Electoral Council (CEP), instituted manu militari aid and in flagrant 

violation of the Constitution, mandated to change the latter; a judge of the Court of Cassation 

arrested, dehumanized and thrown in jail, others fired and then replaced; citizens dispossessed of 

their land; citizens kidnapped all day long and forced to pay large sums of money to be released; 

girls and women raped; militias and gangs established on the territory; severely repressed 

demonstrations; journalists who have been violently assaulted in the course of their profession; a 

president whose term ended on February 7, 2021 and who is trying to stay in power by force. 

 

It is inconceivable that international cooperation, including the OAS and BINUH, will continue to 

support this predatory regime of human rights and fundamental freedoms. The population can't 

take it anymore. 

 

Citizens are constantly investing in the streets to: 1. demand respect for the Constitution; 2. 

denounce violations of democratic principles and the dictatorial offensive of Mr. Jovenel Moise; 

3. To call on international cooperation to disassociate itself from this dictatorial apprentice whose 

constitutional mandate expired on February 7, 2021. 

 

Yes to Democracy, No to Dictatorship !!! 

 

Nap # Mache pou Lavi 

 


